Seaside View
June 2017

Newsletter for the Seaside Quilters Guild
Pacific Beach, CA

SEPTEMBER MEETING
Tuesday, Sept. 3, Zoom Meeting.
Instructions to follow.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello everyone!
Well, it’s an understatement to say we’ve had an unusual year so far. No one could have seen this
coming. There was a pandemic in 1919, this one started in 2019, I wish I could see into the future to
see if 2119 will have another!
I saw something funny on Facebook that encapsulates how I feel about 2020:
“I need to ask my mom
if her threat to slap me
into next year is still good.”
I would for sure take her up on it!
This year has taught me a lot:
I’m more introverted than I thought because it hasn’t been too bad being by myself.
BUT….I have limits to isolation.
I have more bits and pieces of quilts lying around than I ever imagined, they don’t even qualify as
UFOs. I’ve decided to call them starters, like Sourdough starter for making bread, mine just make
quilts (sort of).
There are more neighborhoods in PB than I knew.
My dog, Cosmo, has no limit to how many long walks he will go on (I do).
I am far too addicted to Netflix.
How about you? What have you learned so far this year?
I just signed up for a new quilting magazine, my first new subscription in years but I am that desperate
for quilty things that I can’t find in my own sewing room. What have you all been doing to get that
fix? I know that many of our members have been making masks, Kudos to you generous
souls. Hopefully, this will be a record Linus year for our guild as we vent our creative frustration on
small donation quilts.
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2020 – 2022 BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The Board has been thinking up new things to keep us all engaged in Seaside and with each other
and, perhaps, help us get our “Brand” a little more out there. We are very open to ideas for fun things
we can do remotely until we can all meet again. At the August meeting we decided that September
will still be remote in your own comfy, safe house.
I hope you are working on the September BOM. It’s a simple 9-patch but it will make a very pretty and
simple to assemble quilt. Congratulations to Donna Hogle for winning the tulip blocks. I’m looking
forward to seeing what she does with them.
Until then, Keep Stitching,
Chris

2020 – 2022 BOARD

President: Chris Bernet
Vice-President: Lois Heath
Recording Secretary: Donna Hogle
Treasurer: Barbie Lorenz
Corresponding Secretary: Joyce McCarthy
New volunteers to chair committees.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Membership & Guild Challenge: Patt Seitas
Block of the Month: Leah and Ed Estrin
Retreat Organizer: Sally Stovall
Program Planner: ? Planning during 2020 for programs
2021-23
5. Give and Take Table: ?
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PROGRAMS

GET READY!

Get your ice cream and cake, and sharing ready for the kick-off
ZOOM meeting on Sept 1 to celebrate Seaside Quilt Guild Birthday.
More info to follow
Hi Everyone!
We thought we would give you an update about the programs that are planned for 20202021. We are really excited about the scheduled speakers. Currently, we are in the
process of contacting them to see how they feel about meeting in person, Zoom meeting in
case we aren't meeting in person or possibly re-scheduling. The next page is our Current
Program Schedule, of course things might change after I hear back from our speakers.

Seaside needs someone to take over planning for programs for 202122. That person or persons would start this year (2020-21) contacting speakers and hiring
them. If you are interested, please contact either Judy or Rebecca. I have put together a
binder with all kinds of speaker information, so it shouldn't be too daunting.
We will keep you updated as we hear from our speakers and we see how things are going
with the pandemic. Stay healthy and safe and Keep on Quilting!!!!
Rebecca & Judy
Co-Chairs Programs
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SEASIDE PROGRAMS 2020-2021
DATE

SPEAKER

TOPIC

9/1/20

ZOOM

Seaside Birthday and Zoom Meeting

10/6/20
11/3/20

Quilt-O game night and mini-fundraiser
Latifah Saafir
Modern Quilts

12/1/20

‘Being true to your inner child’

Thank you
Rebecca
and Judy!

Potluck

1/5/21

Becky McDaniel

Applique Journey

2/2/21

Lyn Brown

Considering “Quilts You Can Actually Make” or ’Precut Paradise” or ”Quilts Through the Seasons”

3/2/21

Janis Rivera

“Collage Quilting Without Falling to Pieces”. She is
also scheduled to do a collage workshop. She is a
certified Laura Heine Instructor and will be using
Laura Heine patterns at the workshop.

4/6/21

Arlene Arnold
Traditional, Quilt
History

“The Journey – Kentucky to California 1864” or
“Stitches of Glory” or They made it Through”. This
will be a fun lecture as she dresses in the clothing of
the time.

5/4/21

Member Round Robin Presentations

6/1/21

End of year Potluck
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SAD NEWS

Mary Watson passed away this morning. 8/6.
She has been fighting several issues for some time.
Cards can be sent to her son:
Tom Watson
1454 Wilbur Av
San Diego 92109
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SEPT. BLOCK OF THE
MONTH
HIGH TECH BLOCK OF THE MONTH INSTRUCTIONS
AUGUST 2020
EACH Player (that’s you) will make (2) 9 patches
1.
2.

Choose a fabric that reads BLACK and one that is BRIGHT.
Cut 2.5 inch strips or squares and make two:

See how the blacks are different.
Avoid fabrics that are Pastel or Toned down.
We want clear jewel-toned fabric.

Hang on to your BOM until the next meeting.
Email me czbernet@gmail.com when you have completed a set and
I’ll enter you in the drawing at the September Zoom Meeting. You
can make more than 1 set (using a different bright) and you’ll get an
entry for each set.
After the drawing at the September Zoom Meeting, you will mail your
blocks to the winner. (1) set should be easily mailed for using one
stamp.
How fun to get a bunch of mail!
Thanks!
Chris Bernet
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BIRTHDAYSS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SEPTEMBER BABIES!

“Classified as ‘perfectionists’,
people born in the month of
September are extremely hard
working.”

The following members are
celebrating their birthdays in
September.
Kathleen Jubenville

9/05

Susan Richman

9/06

Ann Nolin

9/08

Deborah Lancaster

9/17

Phyllis Kaylor

9/21

Judy Ross

9/27

FAMOUS BIRTHDAYS
Lily Tomlin
Beyonce Knowles
Michael Keaton
Queen Elizabeth I
Colonel Sanders (KFC)
Jacqui Murbach
Roald Dahl
Agatha Christie
Lauren Bacall
Greta Garbo
Victoria Woodhull
Jim Henson (Muppets)
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9/1
9/4
9/5
9/7/1533
9/9
9/10
9/13
9/15
9/16
9/18
9/23
9/24

UFO CLUB
2019 -2020 UFO
NAME
QTY
1. BETH BERTSCH
2. PATTI BROWN
3. LINDA DUGGAN
4. REBECCA JOHNSON 1
5. SHERYL KING
6. BARBIE LORENTZ
1
7. MARY LYONS
1
8. ANDREA MAU
9. DEBBIE MURBACH
10. SUSAN RICHMAN
11. GINNY PENCE
12. JEANNE SMERDON
13. DESPO STEVENS
14. SALLY STOVALL
2
15. DEBRA ZELLER
16. CINDY FEAGLE
3
17. JUDY UYEMURA
2
18. VALERIE MICKEY
19. CHRIS BERNET
1
20. SHERYL KING
21. JO VROMAN
22. PATT SEITAS
1
23. KAREN ZAPPONE
1
24. MARY ANN MOGA

SO EXCITING!
BECAUSE OF THE LOCKDOWN,
WE MISSED GIVING OUT PRIZES
FOR LAST APRIL, MAY AND JUNE
MEETINGS.
SO IF YOU ARE A MEMBER OF THE 20192020 UFO CLUB,

please send photos to Debbie Murbach,
or email her so she knows how many you
completed (in case you already gave
them away) AND we will put your name
into the pot (up to 3 times if you finished 3
or more UFO’s).
Judy will be drawing 3 winners at the
September 1 Zoom meeting and will be
mailing you your gift certificates!

$20 gift certificate from
Jo Ann's or Rosie’s
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UFO CLUB
Rebecca and Barbie

Rebecca Johnson:
Started this as a class project 5 years ago. We had to uses stitches
from our machine to design a pattern. Finally backed, quilted and
bound it. I’m sending it to my sister as a “placemat “ for the many
dishes she sets out when I go to her home for dinner.

Barbie – I finally got this quilted
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UFO CLUB
Judy and Mary

Judy Uyemura: I made two of these fall leaf
quilts. All the blocks were done and I just
had to force myself to put the tops together
(lots of points to match - ugh).
My little ladybug UFO - I had a hard time
figuring out how to quilt it. Finally just long
armed it.

Mary Lyons
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UFO CLUB
Sally and Chris

Sally Stovall - Love all around

Chris Bernet:
This is at least 4 years old. It's a Bonnie
hunter mystery called Earlier Provence
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UFO CLUB
Patt Seitas

I found some elephant fabric for
the backing. I think some of my
friends liked the back more than
the front.

This is a Laundry Basket Quilt pattern. I
worked on it during several retreats.
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UFO CLUB
2019 -2020 UFO

Hi Everyone!
Hope you are all well and keeping busy working on projects! At the last Zoom meeting
for Seaside, it was decided that we will continue the UFO Club for those who want to
participate. In the past, Seaside subsidized the prizes ($20 gift certificates) as we did
not collect enough from UFO Club Members to cover the prize expense. At the Zoom
Meeting, a decision was made to increase the UFO Club amount to $10, so that
Seaside will not have to subsidize. If you would like to participate in UFO Club this
year (2020-2021), please send either a $10 check (payable to Seaside Quilters) or
$10 cash to Judy Uyemura and I will add your name to the UFO Club.
Judy Uyemura
5842 Meadows Del Mar
San Diego, CA 92130
Prior to the September Zoom Meeting, please either send a photo of your completed
UFO(s) or just email me (judy.uyemura@gmail.com) that you finished one (in
case you already gave it away). We will draw a winner from those that submitted and
I will mail the winner their prize

$20 gift certificate from Jo Ann's or Rosie’s and the
great feeling of accomplishment.
Happy Quilting! Debbie Murbach and Judy Uyemura (aka The
UFO CHEERLEADERS)
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PROGRAMS
FUN PROJECT TO LEARN TECHNIQUES
A couple of members suggested that we offer a video to our members
since we are not meeting in person in September - just a fun extra project
to learn a new technique. We decided to offer two table runner projects
to choose from. Do one or both! The first one is called a braided twist
and requires a pattern and template, which costs about $27. If you
decide to do that one, Rebecca may be able to get a discount at Cozy
Quilts if enough people buy it. Please contact Rebecca Johnson if you
are interested (858-272-1831).
Braided Twist Table Runner Intro
Braided Twist Table Runner Tutorial

https://youtu.be/jmrEeuwqVbs
https://youtu.be/ATYWRauMWXY

A unique technique for making table runners, the Braided Twist.
No quilting, no hand sewing, no binding. It's so Fast! It's so Fun!
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PROGRAMS
FUN PROJECT TO LEARN TECHNIQUES
The second one - Friendship Braid, does not require any special pattern or
tools. Here are the links to the video. For those that participate, we will do show and
tell at the October meeting.
Judy & Rebecca Co-Chair Programs

https://youtu.be/4M7tz--oi08
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QUILTER OF THE MONTH
I was cleaning out my file drawers (yes I still have files from two jobs ago) when I
came across a file from Judy Leftwich filled with members quilt journey. I was
fascinated and was able to procrastinate from my cleaning. Then I thought what
a great idea during this time.
I can either use what you wrote before (see list of quilters) or use the list of
questions to create a new profile. I can use your photo from the directory or you
can send me one. Please give me your approval to post if you were in the file.

IN FILE
Patti Brown
Cindi Feagle
Nini Frank
Lynn Glynn
Donna Hogle
Debra Lancaster
Marny Leondis
Birgit Limmer
Gillian Moss
Carol Simpson
Jeanne Smerdon
Evette Weis

P.S. Loretta Ogden
Has a new email
snoozone@aol.com

Please take a few minutes to write down some thoughts about
your quilting. I have listed some questions that might give you
a start – feel free to add ideas that you think we would find of
interest or skip questions that don’t apply to you.
1.

Please tell us a bit about yourself and what you do that is
not related to quilting, such as career, family, travel, pets,
other hobbies.

2.

How long have you been quilting? What or who helped
you get started?

3.

Do you have a favorite style of quilting? Do you machine
quilt, hand quilt or have it machine quilted for you?

4.

Do you ever enter quilts in contests? Have you ever won?

5.

Which part of the quilting process do you enjoy the most –
choosing fabrics, designing, cutting, sewing, appliqueing,
quilting?

6.

What goals do you have for future quilts? Is their a type of
quilt or process that you want to learn?

7.

Please send photo of yourself
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
SEPTEMBER 2020
PROJECT LINUS
It has been quite a summer with all the
Covid restrictions. Amazingly enough
you girls have been coming through
with finished quilts. Our total for the
year is now 201. Since we cannot get
together to work, I would really
appreciate it if you would work on stuff
at home and bring it to me. I have
about 10 quilts matched up with backs
that need pin basting and quilting
(these would also look great with long
arm quilting). I have three that are
already pin based. And of course, I
have a number of kits ready to
go. Please let me know if you would
like to come by to pick up some work.
I had hip replacement surgery (finally!)
last week and I am still moving around
pretty slow. Any and all help is greatly
appreciated!!

~Linda Duggan~

COMFORT AND JOY
COMFORT CARDS
Joyce McCarthy will send a
card to any member who
needs support.
Please let her know @
Phone: 858-272-4871
Email: jtimeout@san.rr.com

KENNEL COMFORTERS
Thank you for your continued support to the Kennel
Comfort Project.
We appreciate your washable batting
leftovers and washable fabrics.
We no longer use the small scraps.
Doggie and kitty beds
are washed and reused many times
and the smaller scraps just didn’t work.
Audrey Noonan

Yarn for Ernie
This is a reminder that Ernie can always use more
yarn. It’s better if it is not wool so it’s washable. He
makes blankets out of donated yarn and gives
them to Project Linus.
You can give me any yarn you are willing to part
with.
Small balls are fine,
they make nice stripes.
Thank you in advance.
~~Ruth Simons
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VISIONS ART MUSEUM
https://visionsartmuseum.org/
Seaside Quilt Guild is a partner with
Visions Art Museum. They are working
on the ability to get the membership
discount on line.
For right now, they have online
exhibitions. You can take a Youtube
tour of the exhibition with
Laura Mitchell, Executive Director.
https://youtu.be/n2cPexDgeoM
or a tour of the Spring 2020 exhibit
https://youtu.be/oV4mJMpvHsQ
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VISIONS ART MUSEUM
https://visionsartmuseum.org/
Thank you so much for taking the quick survey regarding Visions Art Museum.
As Gillian said “We are so lucky to have a facility like Visions on our doorstep for us
lovers of all things fabric, and I hope many Seaside members will joint to support it and
be inspired”
The three questions were:
1. Are you a member?
2. Did the discount entice you?
3. Have you seen the Stir Crazy page? https://visionsartmuseum.org/stircrazy/
I received 20 reponses.
Question 1. (4) yes (4 Have, but not this year.
Question 2. (6) yes (2) didn’t know you could be a member – admission is
free (1) The gift shop tempts me. (agree and Christmas is around the corner)
Question 3. (13) Yes they have seen it or enjoyed the link.
Ideas were tossed around:
Gillian: On a personal note - Visions - Visions Art Museum, shows a wide mixture of
textiles , fabric related crafts/gifts/books, as well as quilts. Many of the exhibitions are
remarkable in the techniques, idea’s and amazing quilting/stitching that people do and
that could be used by any of us. Often in conjunction with an exhibition there may be a
lecture, docent tour or workshop. I believe if there was interest from local guilds who tend
towards more traditional quilts that the Visions leadership would step up to that.
Patt: Your comments about the possibility of Visions being open to more traditional quilt
reminded me of an exhibit at an American Quilt Study Group (AQSG) seminar. AQSG
focuses on quilt history and antique quilts. At the last seminar, there was an exhibit by a
Modern Quilt Guild of modern quilts inspired by Antique Quilts. The two were hung next
to each other. It was very interesting. Perhaps, Visions and local quilts could combine for
an exhibit of art quilts inspired by traditional quilts.
Carol: The idea of making a modern quilt based on a traditional pattern is very
interesting to me. Challenge idea? Since not everyone is interested in modern quilts
maybe we could pair up and choose a color palette and one make a traditional quilt and
one a modern take on the same pattern? Would be fun to see them side by side.
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Seaside ZOOM meeting
July 7th, 2020
Seaside Quilt Guild Meeting
July 7, 2020
Members attending: Chris Bernet, Beth Bertsch, Linda Duggan, Lois Heath, Margie Herrick, Helen
Hillman, Donna Hogle, Adele Josepho, Deborah Lancaster, Barbie Lorentz, Julia Lyon, Andrea
Mau, Joyce McCarthy, Gillian Moss, Debie Murbach, Ginny Pence, Susan Richman, Judy Ross,
Patt Seitas, Carol Simpson, Jeanne Smerdon, Sally Stovall, Judy Uyemura, Evette Weiss, Karen
Zappone, Ed Estrin, Leah Estrin and Jo Vroman.
The meeting was called to order at 7:01pm by Chris Bernet. Andrea Mau installed the New Board.
Congratulations to the New Board of Officers for 2020-2022.
President: Chris Bernet
Vice-President: Lois Heath
Secretary: Donna Hogle
Corresponding Secretary: Joyce McCarthy
Treasurer: Barbara Lorentz
Andrea thanked the New Officers for participating and enhancing our guild by their service.
Chris suggested that the September meeting could be held in Kate Sessions park across the
street from
the Soledad Club. We could bring chairs and social distance. It would start about 5:30pm so it
would be
light outside. This is something we will consider.
Linda Duggan reported that 177 quilts have been given to Linus Project. We are right on track for
our
yearly donation. Linda thanked everyone for their support and she is really appreciative of
everyone’s
hard work.
Gillian Moss is heading up the Give and Take table next year. With everyone cleaning out closets
during
the pandemic she feels that there will be a lot of donations when we meet again. She is
considering
possibly having donation nights set by the alphabet as we do with the potlucks. Possibly A-F bring
one
night, etc. That way we will not have too much brought the first meeting. She is open to other
suggestions as well.
Chris thanked Deborah Lancaster for doing the Mystery Quilt. Deborah is now working on number
two.
Many people enjoyed doing the mystery quilt that Deborah organized.
Andrea reported that Chris and Barbara will have to go to Chase Bank to have the signature cards
updated. Chris and Barbie will work out a date to meet at the bank.
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Seaside ZOOM meeting
July 7th, 2020
Lois Heath reported that Membership dues are due. Please send your check to Lois Heath.
1825 Nautilus Street, La Jolla CA 92037. Lois has an updated Membership list she will distribute
with
those people who have paid and those who have not. If you have any corrections to the roster
please
contact Lois. If there is a bad item on the roster it is noted in red.
Leah and Ed have designed a mask that can be used with Accuquilt. Accuquilt cannot sell the
pattern,
but if you contact the company they can provide you with the pattern. It is very easy to use and
has just
two darts.
Twenty eight people attended this zoom meeting. Each person shared what they have made and
3 things they have learned during this pandemic. Some comments were enlightening and some
humorous.
Here is a sampling of things discussed:
“A bottle of wine doesn’t last as long”
“I have started to have my glass of wine earlier and earlier”
“Making cookies is easy”
“I enjoy baking but my family has had enough of my bread”
“I have allowed myself to let go” I am relaxing and not stressing about getting projects done on a
certain time frame.
Several people expressed that they miss seeing everyone, while at the same time several
mentioned they have not been bored.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:19pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Richman
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Seaside Board meeting
August 4, 2020
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Seaside Quilt Guild meeting
August 4, 2020
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Seaside Board Members 2020-2021

Meetings:
This month’s meeting:Tuesday, September 3

Elected Officers
President
Chris Bernet
V.P.
Lois Heath
Corresponding Secretary/
Comfort & Joy
Joyce McCarthy
Recording Secretary
Donna Hogle
Treasurer/ Budget
Barbie Lorentz

6:30 PM Social Time
7:00 PM Meeting Starts
Meetings are held on Zoom or:
The Soledad Club
5050 Soledad Mountain Rd
San Diego, CA 92109

Appointed Officers
2020-21 Programs
Judy Uyemara,
Rebecca Johnson
2021-2023 Program Planner
Historian
Lois Heath
Parliamentarian / Bylaws Chair VACANT

Newsletter:
Our newsletter is published monthly by
Seaside Quilters for our members and San
Diego area guilds.
The normal cutoff date for submissions to the
newsletter is the 15th of each month. Mail
your submissions to Debbie Murbach email:
debinkodesigns@gmail.com
Members are encouraged to submit
information about tips; upcoming quilt shows;
quilt shops visited; special recipes; or reviews
of new books. Seaside Quilters reserves the
right to edit articles for space. The
information presented herein is for the
education and benefit of our members.

Committees
Block of the Month
Leah and Ed Estrin
UFO Club
Judy Uyemara,
Debbie Murbach
Door Prizes
Patti Brown
Give & Take Table
Hospitality
Debbie Zeller, Julia
Lyons, Karen
Zappone, Sally Stovall
Membership/Quilt
Challenge
Patt Sietas
Newsletter
Debbie Murbach
Opportunity of the Month Cindy Feagle, Despo
Stevens
Project Linus
Linda Duggan
Quilting Sisters
Sally Stovall
Webmaster
Debbie Murbach

Board Meetings
Board meetings will be held prior to the
regular meeting at 5:30 PM at the Soledad
Club.
Website:
www.seasidequilters.com

Other Activities & Charity Projects
Quilt til you Wilt
Deborah Lancaster,
Debbie Murbach
CCSA
Lois Heath
Kennel Comforts
Audrey Noonan
Old Town / History Quilting Evette Weiss, Patt
Seitas
Retreat Coordinator:
Sally Stovall
San Diego/Del Mar Fair: Cindy Feagle
San Diego Quilt Show
Evette Weiss, Despo
Stevens
SCCQG
Despo Stevens
Toy Drive/
Snowman Contact
Mary Ann Moga
Yarn for Ernie
Ruth Simon

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SeasideQuilters/110905575667120
We welcome members & guests alike who
love quilts or enjoy making them.
Our Annual Membership dues are $45.00
Guest Fee is $5.00 per meeting
Mailing Address:
PO Box 9964
San Diego, CA 92109
Email: seasidequilters@yahoo.com
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